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A digital marketing plan is a solution to

                                                                             generating new leads 

acquiring new customers. 

The plan will be discovered through this document until it summarizes the strategy to be implemented. 

WHY A DIGITAL MARKETING PLAN
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KEYWORDS WIREFRAME
WEBSITE OPTIMIZATION 

SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization. It refers to the practice of editing and adjusting every
component of your website to rank as high as possible in the SERP- Search engine result pages. 

 
Search engines use web crawling tools that like spiders crawl and analyze your website. 
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BUILD E-A-T

EAT is an acronym that stands for the top three considerations that Google uses to determine the
quality of a website and how high it should rank on the result pages. 
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Develop customer personas

 Define specific needs for each persona for each stage of the sales funnel

Use Google Analytics to find out which keywords have relevant search volumes

So, Secad should : 
 

 
 

 
 
 

KEYWORDS OPTIMIZATION
Keywords optimization is the practice of including specific keywords and phrases that will allow your
website to rank higher in SERP and drive relevant traffic. 
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LINK BUILDING

Link building is the practice of developing numerous and relevant backlinks and internal links. 
 

- Backlinks are links to your website placed on a different website.
 

- Internal links are links to different content or pages on your own website 
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- Mobile-friendly sites show up higher in Google's search results
- Mobile searches make up more than half of all searches on Google
- If your site isn't mobile-friendly, visitors are more likely to leave

 
 

DEVICE OPTIMIZATION

 
- Improve your website's loading time (how long it takes to load the page)

 
- Use large font sizes

 
- Use a reliable web host

 
- Keep the website's design simple

 
- Communicate clearly where to find specific information
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PAID AD CAMPAIGNS

"Paid ad campaigns" are advertisements on one or more platforms for a fixed period of time. There
are 2 main benefits :  

- Exposure and recognition
- Ads can drive high conversion rates 

- Pick the platform 
- Decide the type of customers you are targeting

-Set a budget 
- Choose the keywords or product/service you want to target

- Choose the geographical area you want to target
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Google ads run on a Pay-per-Click model. You only pay when a customer lands on your website. 
The ad will show as a snippet connected to your website at the top of the SERP. 

Create a Google Ads account and connect it to your website. 

Choose which area you want to target 

Monitor how your campaign performs.

You might need to adjust the area covered or the keywords chosen. 

GOOGLE ADS
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LINKEDIN ADS

For Linkedin ads, you need to create one or more pieces of content that you want to advertise.
These can also be private messages to users. 
Another difference is that while Google ads are paid per click, Linkedin ads are paid per
impression. That is every time the ad is shown. 

Linkedin lets users target customers on a bigger set of criteria. 

In fact, on Linkedin you can set the industry, location, level of seniority, and job title of the users to
your ads will be shown. 

It leads to a higher chance of your ads being relevant to the audience. 
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LINKEDIN

LinkedIn is a social platform used by professionals and businesses.

Currently, counts over 740 million members with over 55 million companies. 

B2B marketers report that 80% of their social media leads come from LinkedIn

The objectives are to both educate potential customers on complex subjects, and to generate
quality leads from the platform. 

Another main advantage is that Secad can promote the company at very limited expenses. 
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On Linkedin, Secad's aim is to generate leads both directly and indirectly. To generate leads
indirectly the company should position itself as an expert and trusted partner in its niche.

CONTENT MARKETING

On the left, you can see a sample Linkedin
content marketing template. market. 

 
Secad should commit to creating and sharing
valuable content that gives information and

guidance to potential customers on:
 

- What are the business problems they are trying
to solve 

 
- Why the problem exists 

- How can Secad solve these problems
- The notorious customers that had their business

problems solved by Secad
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SALES NAVIGATOR

Linkedin Sales Navigator is a tool designed for professionals to monitor and track their potential customers. This tool
has different features that can empower professionals by targeting and monitoring in a more efficient way.   

You can look for any company and add it to
your lead or account list. 

You can monitor many aspects of these
companies such as headcount growth, new
executive roles hire and company growth. 

Sales Navigator enables you to message
directly the decision-makers in the
companies you target.
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Social Proof is one of the key influencers that people use when making a decision on whom to do
business with via the internet. 

 
Social Proof reinforces your value proposition by visualizing the results that other companies

have achieved by working with Secad. 
 

Some ways in which Secad can build social proof on Linkedin are: 
 

- Posting company updates

- Contributing to industry groups

- Sponsor updates

- Engaging with comments and followers

- Sharing customer testimonials

BUILD SOCIAL PROOF
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EMAIL NEWSLETTER

Email newsletters have a much higher engagement rate than other marketing tools. 

Research shows that, on average, every $1 spent on email marketing has a $44 ROI. 

Secad can use email newsletters to personalize its messaging. 

It is important to remember that the users in your database have different needs and
priorities. 

It is also important to define the topics you want to cover in your newsletters
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Segmenting your email database allows you to deliver meaningful, detailed information. 
Since Secad serves 12 different industries with its services. However,  only 5 industries are seen as
the main targets. What could be useful information to a user can be totally irrelevant to the

other. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

In the example, we can see how Secad segmented the object of the email for the Italian and
international audiences.

EMAIL SEGMENTATION
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Is important to be consistent and have a ready content creation schedule to follow. 
The schedule should cover the main pain points and needs of the potential customer and should

explain how they benefit from working with Secad.
 

UV-curing coating

How to reach synergy with adhesive researchers

Applications in the textile industry

Aluminium tapes and their features

 Some of the topics touched on include: 

TOPICS COVERED



Why should we implement this strategy? 
 

- Increase brand awareness and recognition

- Nurture the relationship with existing customers

- Build expertise, authority, and trust

- Increase engagement through each channel

- Identify arising trends
 
- Identify the main pain points for potential customers

- Identify potential customers in different countries and markets

- Generate inbound leads

PROJECTED OUTCOMES



Questions ?



THANK YOU
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